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ASA Ruling on
William Hill
Organization Ltd

 �  Upheld Television|

28 February 2018|

Ad description
A TV ad for William Hill, seen on 15 September 2017,
featured a voice-over that stated, “Get a 15% free bet
bonus on your winnings with ‘2 Clear’ from William Hill,
30% of Oat races last season were won by two lengths
or more. Bet on any live ITV Oat race and if your horse
wins by 2 lengths or more you’ll get a 15% free bet
bonus on your winnings. Introducing ‘2 Clear’ from
William Hill. Available on all live ITV Oat races. Online,
on mobile and in our shops.” During the ad, the words
“free bet bonus” and “Live ITV Flat Races” Oashed on
screen when referenced in the voice-over. At the
bottom of the screen, small text stated “Selected UK
Oat races. 6+ runners ….”
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Issue
The complainant challenged whether the condition
that the promotion applied to horse races which had at
least six runners was made su]ciently clear in the ad.

Response
William Hill Organization Ltd t/a William Hill said they
had reviewed the promotion and considered
consumers would have been well informed of the
requirements and the key terms of the promotion
which were clearly highlighted in the ad. They said they
understood the concern of the complainant. However,
they considered the information that the promotion
only applied to races with at least six runners was
readily available for consumers to make an informed
choice about whether to participate in the offer.

William Hill also considered the on-screen text
complied with the BCAP Code as it had been used to
expand on and clarify the offer whilst highlighting a
minor qualiccation. They considered the qualiccation
provided consumers with the relevant information to
make an informed decision on their participation in the
offer, namely that it applied to selected UK Oat races
which had six or more runners. They further explained
horses could be withdrawn at any stage up until the
start of the race and considered the restriction made it
fair for both parties in the case of a mass withdrawal
from a race. They stated of the races in question, 97%
were scheduled to have six or more runners, but after
non-runners and withdrawals, 95% of races would have
been eligible for the offer.
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Clearcast said William Hill frequently ran enhanced
offers in racing, and for each offer they provided full
and substantive details, including full terms and
conditions. They concrmed the promotion featured in
this ad was for live Oat races, which was
communicated in the voice-over. The text at the
bottom of the screen included the condition “Selected
UK Oat races. 6+ runners…” was there to clarify the
conditions attached to the enhanced offer, and to
underline that it covered live races only, not all races.
There were some UK Oat races which did not have six
or more runners, but these were not shown live. They
said they considered the potential withdrawal of
multiple horses (runners) in a race to be a rare
occurrence and were happy for the advertiser to clarify
this condition in the on-screen text and did not feel it
contradicted the main message. They considered this
was not misleading as it was included to ensure there
was no ambiguity about what William Hill were
offering.

Assessment
Upheld

The ASA considered that consumers would likely
interpret the voice over claims “Bet on any live ITV Oat
race” and “Introducing ‘2 Clear’ from William Hill
available on all live ITV Oat races” to mean they could
get the free bet bonus when they bet on any televised
Oat race. We noted the on-screen text included the
qualiccation that the bonus was only available for
races which had six or more runners. However, we
considered that was contradictory to the claims that
the bonus was available on “all” or “any” race.
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Furthermore, we noted it was common in Oat horse
races for runners to drop out right up until the
beginning of the race. We understood there would be
instances where a consumer might decide to place a
bet on a race and not know until the start of the race
that their bet would no longer be eligible for the bonus
as the race no longer had the requisite amount of
runners. We considered that this was a signiccant
qualiccation that should have been prominently
included in the main body of the ad and that it was not
su]ciently clear for it to be presented in the small text
at the bottom of the screen.

Because the qualiccation in the small print of the ad
contradicted the impression created by the voice-over,
we concluded the ad was misleading.

The ad breached BCAP Code rule  (Misleading

advertising) and  (Qualiccation).

Action
The ad must not appear again in its current form. We
told William Hill to make signiccant conditions to
offers in their ads clear and to ensure that they do not
contradict the claims they qualiced.
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